




LEADING WINERY IN SICILY

A family history of seventeen generations in agriculture, with

stories to tell, keepers of experiences and traditions that are

lost over time. One of the first wineries in Italy dedicated to

the excellence in hospitality, offering to its visitors unique and

authentic experiences.

A Sicilian Family

Planeta is very active in sustainability aiming to enrich and

enhance everything that lives around it, such as the land,

the landscape, people, with the desire to pursue a

development respectful of the environment, socially fair and

economically effective.

Sustainability 

Planeta Mission 

We unveil the best Experience Sicily, making it live through

the products of its land, its heritage and its sense of

hospitality. We generate value through entrepreneurship for

ensuring well-being and continuity to the whole community.

We actively contribute to the enhancement of all resources

- people, culture, landscape – in every territory where we

operate.





A dreamy resort with infinity pool on the landscapes of Western 

Sicily. La Foresteria stands on a green hill with a splendid view 

over the countryside near Menfi, representing the nature and 

style of the Planeta family’s hospitality.

The resort is immersed in a harmonious expanse of vineyards 

and olive groves, and welcomes those who wish to enjoy a 

holiday in a peaceful oasis between the beautiful Sicilian coast 

and the calm of the country. 

conservation

of the countryside

architectural relationships



silence and harmony

man and nature



Room rate at La Foresteria Planeta

Starting from:

€ 240 per night per room breakfast included in Dependance room

Contact us to ask availability and room rates 



The Restaurant, an extension of Planeta’s family cookery and

their land’. Recognition of the freshness and flavour of every

ingredient as well as the variety of the natural world in which we

are immersed, are the very essence of La Foresteria’s cuisine.

This is not merely a restaurant but also an opportunity to reflect

on the true meaning of sustainability, a fundamental value for

us, which must be preserved and handed on.

It is the mirror of an deeply rooted identity, which embodies the

structure and the driving force of our beloved land, together with

the work of local smallholders, farmers and craftsmen.

the family

garden

For reservations contact us by email: 

ristorante@planeta.it

or call us on +39 0925 1995 5460 (press 2)

mailto:ristorante@planeta.it


The Planeta family opens the doors of La Foresteria’s kitchen to share the exhilarating

experience of the new cooking classes. Themed lessons are planned in micro-units to

reveal how the historic and the contemporary mingle in the kitchen with unexpected

harmony. These little tasting adventures will be explored in a professional context and

guided by Chef Angelo Pumilia.

Cooking Class

Casa Planeta: time 3 hours from 9.30 – 12.30, cost € 140 per person - lunch included

Street Food: time 2 hours from 10 to 12, cost € 80 per person

The Pasta: time 2 hours from 10 to 12, cost € 70 per person

Herbs: time 2 hours from 10 to 12, cost € 70 per person

Raw fish: time 2 hours from 10 to 12, cost € 80 per person

Yeast products: time 2 hours from 10 to 12, cost € 80 per person



Repertorio 1694 preserves the memory of our work in the wine

world. Our history spans centuries back to 1694 when we put

roots down with the acquisition of Ulmo, the first of our estates.

Since 1995, our Voyage in Sicilia continued from Menfi to

Vittoria, from Noto to Etna and Capo Milazzo; we began

jealously preserving the bottles that we gradually produced.

Our varieties, our territories, and our vintages have created an

expansive, complex and multiform repertoire of wines over the

course of a quarter century.

At Dispensa winery in Menfi 

we arrange exclusive tasting of the best vintages

of Planeta production 



Casa Panitteri is the perfect place to have a unique experience

in the wonderful Sicilian hinterland. By booking your stay at

Casa Panitteri, you will not only be able to stay in a space

where art and design are the protagonists, but also finance

cultural projects for the local community. The Planeta hospitality

offer expands with Casa Panitteri, a space created inside the

Palace- Museum located in the center of Sambuca di Sicilia,

formerly "Borgo dei borghi 2016", where the roots of the Planeta

family are located. For the interior design the curator Federica

Sala chose the architectsof Eligo studio and collaborated with

Edoardo Piermattei.

Cost: € 120 per night for maximum 2 guests

sleep

in a museum



In the heart of Palermo’s historic centre and its lively crossroads

of ancient history and culture, we present seven elegant and

comfortable apartments containing the essence of the Planeta

family’s hospitality, already offered at our five different wineries

in various areas of Sicily and at La Foresteria resort at Menfi.

Rate at Palazzo Planeta

Starting from: € 110 per night per apartment



We have always combined our passion for Sicily with a desire

to warmly welcome those who wish to discover it.

Because of this our wineries have never merely been places to

produce wine but have also been devoted to hospitality, linked

to cooking, nature and the local culture.

We have planned the hospitality in our wineries at Menfi, Noto

and Etna as a real collection of experiences according to each

territory and each guest.

Experience of visits

wine tasting and lunches

are available at Planeta wineries

daily open to hospitality



Ulmo winery is dedicated to production; not far away the barn 

is place for hospitality, epicenter of an extraordinary territory 

where it is possible to explore the Chardonnay, Grecanico and 

Nero d’Avola vineyards or take explorative walks along the 

paths in the forest. 

Winery Experience: PLANETA GRAND CRU 

visit of the vineyards and the winery, guided tasting of 4 cru 

wines, tasting of 3 olive oils , aperitif with typical products.

Cost: € 45 per person / € 70 with lunch 



Buonivini winery is in the heart of the Val di Noto, located

among the late-baroque cities of Noto and Modica. The third

step of Planeta family towards the discovery and enhancement

of Sicilian viticulture is Buonivini, country district’s historical

name which reveals its centenary wine tradition.

Winery Experience: JOURNEY THROUGH DOC NOTO

visit of the vineyards and the winery, guided tasting of 4 DOC 

Noto wines, tasting of 3 olive oils , aperitif with typical products.

Cost: € 40 per person / € 65 with lunch 



Planeta family starts in 2006 the project on Etna, in a territory

with impetuous magnetic charm, shaped by the fiery energy of

the Volcano. Sciaranuova is the first stage of this journey, on

the northern slope of the volcano, at about 850mts above sea

level.

Winery Experience: WINE, ART AND LANDSCAPE

visit of the vineyards and walking tasting of 4 wines, tasting of 3 

olive oils , aperitif with typical products.

Cost: € 40 per person / € 65 with lunch 



For info and reservations please contact us 

send an email at reservation@planeta.it 

or call us on +39 0925 1995 5460 (press 1)


